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Canada’s national rail service, VIA Rail delivers a safe, efficient, affordable, and ecological way to travel. Serving 
over 4.74 million passengers and 400+ communities, VIA Rail connects people from city to city, coast to coast 
across Canada. 

For its upcoming “Love the Way” campaign, VIA Rail sought to increase train travel consideration by driving 
qualified visitors to their website through display advertising. As a known innovator, VIA Rail welcomed new ideas 
and strategies to raise brand visibility while supporting valuable local publishers. 

LOTAME    CASE STUDY

GOING MY WAY? 

“LOVE THE WAY” DATA SOLUTIONS 
DRIVE SUCCESS

VIA Rail and CBC/Radio Canada 
marry a love of data solutions and 
local connections to increase train 
travel consideration.

LIKE-MINDED FRIENDS REUNITE 
FOR ADVENTURE
Familiar with VIA Rail’s “test and learn” approach, its 
media agency Touché! recommended partnering with 
fellow Canadian powerhouse CBC/Radio Canada, the 
nation’s public broadcaster. CBC/Radio Canada jumped 
aboard to evangelize the train travel experience and 
prove its audience’s appetite for adventure. 

CHALLENGE

LOTAME SOLUTIONS

RESULTS

Prove data-driven audiences 
outperform RON at a 
cost-effective CPA

Data collection
Audience Optimizer
Audience Builder
Lotame Data Exchange
Audience Analytics

176% more effective CPA 
with data-driven audiences 
than RON



DATA LEADS THE WAY

THREE WAYS TO TEST & LEARN

CBC/Radio Canada’s national reach was a natural match 
for VIA Rail. But this experienced programmatic buyer 
would need a data-first strategy to prove a direct buy 
could deliver value and scale at a reasonable price. No 
stranger to data-driven practice, CBC/Radio Canada 
set up a three-part test to prove a hyper-targeted direct 
buy could outperform Run-Of-Network (RON). CBC/
Radio Canada used its data solutions partner Lotame to 
analyze and execute every step of the way.

Lotame’s deep data resources and flexible tech proved 
a key advantage to achieve VIA Rail’s goals and make 
CBC/Radio Canada sites shine. CBC/Radio Canada 
developed a three-pronged approach to test data-rich 
audiences against a RON buy over the course of the 
three-month spring/summer campaign. To begin, CBC/
Radio Canada completed its own data collection first to 
capture a baseline on VIA Rail’s audience.

Since the CPM rate for data-driven tactics is higher than RON, our aim 
was to increase conversion rate above the increase in cost therefore 
yielding a positive CPA.”

Mounia Abderrahmani
Senior Analyst Business Intelligence 

CBC/Radio Canada



Unstacked Data Solutions

Unstacked Data Solutions
Unstacked Data Solutions

LOTAME CONNECT LOTAME ANALYTICS LOTAME DATA EXCHANGELOTAME LAB

TEST 1: RUN OF NETWORK
The first trial was a run-of-network campaign with no data overlay. 

TEST 2: LOOKALIKE MODELING
With its baseline knowledge, CBC/Radio Canada built lookalike models using Lotame 
machine learning tools. They tapped into the Lotame Data Exchange for third-party data 
segments to provide scaled audiences with similar behaviors to VIA Rail qualified visitors. 

TEST 3: CUSTOM AUDIENCES
For test three, CBC/Radio Canada used another Lotame tool in its arsenal, the Audience 
Analytics Suite. They learned which content over-indexed with VIA Rail customers and used 
that information to build custom segments of high converters.

START AT THE STARTING LINE: DATA COLLECTION
CBC/Radio Canada deployed Lotame’s data collection pixels on VIA Rail’s website to understand its 
customers and their behavior. What they found was a large overlap between audiences on VIA Rail and 
CBC/Radio Canada — a clear sign that their inventory was an ideal match.

CPA of the lookalike and 
custom audience campaigns 
on CBC/Radio Canada using 
Lotame solutions was 176% 
more efficient than RON, 
proving the data driven 
direct-buy strategy worked.

CONVERSION RATE VS. RON

CBC Site Radio Canada 
Site

+200%

+135%

+288%

+96%

Lookalike Modeling

Custom Audiences

FALLING IN LOVE WITH THESE RESULTS
Thanks to Lotame data and data tech, CBC/Radio 
Canada over delivered on VIA Rail’s expectations and 
conversions compared to the run-of-network test. Even 
better news is the success of the campaign reinforced 
the partnership into the following year.  

Note: Conversions were measured as a mix of time spent and actions 
performed on VIA Rail’s website.

Want similar results for your business? Get in touch! info@lotame.com
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